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Introduction

This paper focuses on the influence of
Buddhism on the historical development of
the Chinese vocabulary. It is well known
that Buddhism was officially introduced into
China from India and Central Asia in medi-
eval period starting around the beginning of
the Christian era. It is argued that, since the
Eastern H3n Dynasty 25 220 CE ,
Buddhism and its culture have had a tremen-
dous impact not only on Chinese culture but
also on Chinese. Language is the basic and
the most important means for cultural
dissemination. However, when they began
to have contact with Buddhism, Chinese
people learned Buddhism not through the
original Indian language, but primarily from
the translation of Buddhist sutras introduced
by foreign monks who were probably the
only interpreters at the time. Thus, the trans-
lation of Buddhist sutras was the sole ve-
hicle for dissemination of Indian Buddhism
in China. It is without doubt that, for the
Chinese people, the translated sutras were
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the only source available to learn about In-
dian Buddhism, and the only medium to
spread Buddhist culture. It is further argued
that the translation of Indian Buddhist sutras
resulted in what is called ‘Buddhist Hybrid
Chinese BHC ’  a new written, or
book language of Chinese which is based
on old written language but mixed with ele-
ments from different languages, such as the
original Buddhist textual languages, the
mother tongues of foreign translators, and
spoken Chinese from different dialects and
vernacular. When BHC Buddhism and its
culture expressed by such a language spread
into every corner of China, the native Chi-
nese could not escape from its impact. Of
course, Buddhist Hybrid Chinese is not a
pure language and is definitely not native
Chinese. However, because of the great in-
fluence Buddhist preaching had, Chinese
people quickly became familiar with this
strange language and used it in their daily
lives. In other words, although the linguis-
tic elements used in this special language
may be unnatural, artificial, or even strange,
BHC was finally accepted by Chinese
people.  Further,  and then,  lots  of the
“strange features” mixed, piece by piece,
with native Chinese.

For a long time, no one could deny the
existence of the Buddhist influence on
Chinese. Unfortunately, however, the influ-
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ence has commonly been understood as
consisting of nothing but “many” loan words,
such as F9  from Buddha or Bud, P{s3

 from Bodhisattava  ‘candidate of
Buddha’, etc. Some scholars even ques-
tioned why there were so few foreign ele-
ments in ancient Chinese! Obviously, a sub-
stantial and serious study is lacking in this
area. What I would like to argue in this pa-
per is the following  The introduction of
Buddhism and the translation of Indian Bud-
dhist sutras into Chinese marked the first
and the largest scale of language contact
and exchange between Indo-European and
Chinese languages in history of ancient
China. This is the first Europeanization of
Chinese that can be placed on a par with the
one that occurred from around the May 4th

Movement until now. Thus, the result of the
Buddhist influence is not just the introduc-
tion of a few Buddhist terms and proper
nouns into Chinese lexicon  it involves lan-
guage changes almost in all aspects, includ-
ing word-formation, syntax, etc.

1.  A brief review of previous studies

1.1. The view that Buddhism had a great
impact on Chinese, especially on Chinese
vocabulary, is well known. But it seems that
many linguists just stopped at the point that
many new words came into Chinese by
means of Buddhism and made no further

B u d d h a

Bodhi sa t tava

1

 1 . 1 .
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efforts to do research on this issue. After
having scrutinized four recent and influen-
t ia l  works on the his tory of  Chinese
vocabulary, we find that these distinguished
scholars did not make further investigations
on this question either. The four works are
W1ng L* ’s History of Chinese Vocabulary
(1993) , P`n Y}nzh8ng ’s Essentials of
the History of Chinese Vocabulary (1989)

, Sh& C{nzh^ ’s The Outline of the His-
tory of Chinese Vocabulary (1989  and
Xi3ng X%’sBrief History of Chinese  (
1993 .

1.2. Comparing with many comparatively
unscholarly works, these books offer no
newer or more professional insights con-
cerning the Buddhist influence. Although
these authors emphasized the impact of
Buddhism on the development of Chinese
vocabulary, if viewed from the perspective
of contemporary lexicology, their argu-
ments do not hold much weight. Readers are
given little more than a list of 116 loan words
and loan translations , all of which was
discovered by Buddhist researchers and was
previously well known. In fact, we can find
thousands of such words in dictionaries of
Buddhism. This kind of study actually sim-
plifies the important question of the impact
of Buddhism on the development of Chinese
vocabulary, which is crucial to understand
not only the special nature of Buddhist Hy-
brid Chinese, but also that of medieval, and

1 9 9 3

1 9 8 9

1 9 8 9

1 9 9 3

1 . 2 .  
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after, Chinese and Chinese culture. The pre-
vious studies gave people the wrong impres-
sion as if there is nothing worth mentioning
except the great number of these words.

1.3. Frankly speaking, such works men-
tioned above have only a superficial under-
standing of the question concerning the im-
pact of Buddhism on Chinese, and they ba-
sically represent the understanding level of
Chinese historical linguists before the
1990’s. The reason for this situation is that,
not only the above-mentioned scholars, but
also the whole circle of the Chinese histori-
cal linguistics made no thorough investiga-
tion on the related topics  meanwhile, re-
search findings in other related disciplines
were not borrowed into the study of the his-
tory of Chinese language s .  Zh[  ,
1992a

1.4. Buddhism, as everyone knows, from
India and Central Asia, exerted an impor-
tant influence on Chinese, including Chinese
vocabulary during i ts  long course of
dissemination. But the influence is not con-
fined to that limited understanding in the
past. Since 1990, things have been chang-
ing little by little. On the basis of Buddhist

1 . 3 .

1 9 9 0

1992 a

1 . 4 .

1 9 9 0
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Chinese the language of ancient Chinese
Buddhist works  studies which flourished
in the 1980’s, the publication of three works
revealed a breakthrough in that area in our
understanding. One is Study of the Relation-
ship between Buddhist Scriptures and the
Vocabulary of Medieval Chinese 1992

of Zh[ Q*ngzh% , the others are Construc-
tion of Buddhist Terms and the Development
of Chinese Vocabulary 1994 of Li1ng

Xi2oh9ng and Elucidation of the Language
of Buddhist Scripture  a Study of the Vo-
cabulary of Medieval Buddhist Sutras

1997 of Y1n Qi3m3o . This paper,
based on these works, discusses the main
points of the impact of Buddhism on ancient
Chinese vocabulary.

2. Ways in which Buddhism influenced
Chinese vocabulary

2.1. Translation of Buddhist scriptures

Buddhism formally came into Zh8ng-
yu1n  ‘the Central Plains of China’ at the
beginning of the Christian era. Chinese
people came to know Buddhism not through
learning the original language of India or
through x%ti`n q}j%ng ‘acquiring scriptures
in the Western Heaven’, but through the
Chinese version of the scriptures that had
been translated by missionaries. Therefore,
there is no doubt that Chinese version of
Buddhist scriptures was the only important
way to disseminate the Buddhism of India.

8 0

1992

1994

1997

2 .1 .
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From the Eastern H3n  Dynasty to the North-
ern S-ng  Dynasty 25 CE-1127 CE , in
all there were 2,411 translated Buddhist
texts in 7,620 fascicles. If counted as 8,000
characters per fascicle, the number of total
characters will come to 61 million. Such a
grea t  number  o f  Buddhis t  t ex t s  a re
surprising, even when compared with the
amount of all kinds of native writings at the
same time. Even more important from the
point of view of linguistic study, these scrip-
tures helped shape a specific and major
variety of the language of Chinese histori-
cal literature Buddhist Hybrid Chinese

BHC .

2.2. Buddhist Hybrid Chinese

BHC refers to the language of Chinese
Buddhist works of which the language of
translated Buddhist scriptures is representa-
tive. It is a special, unnatural variant of the
language of Chinese historical works, a prod-
uct of the impact of Buddhism on ancient
Chinese. Here, I want to discuss its vernacu-
lar nature. Scholars think of the language of
translated Buddhist scriptures as a spoken
language. It is generally right and important
for us to understand the beginning of the
colloquial written language of ancient
Chinese writings in the vernacular. Jerry
Norman 1988 111 says

2 . 2 .

J e r r y

Norman 1988:111
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It is no accident that religious

writings play such a prominent role

i n  t h e  s t u d y  o f  v e r n a c u l a r

language. Missionaries, by the very

nature of their work, try to present

their teachings in simple and eas-

ily accessible language. Thus, al-

ready in the Eastern Han Dynasty

25-200 AD Buddhist works

cons i s t ing  a lmos t  ent i r e ly  o f

translations and paraphrases of

Indian originals have a strong

vernacular flavor and this contin-

ues to be the case through succeed-

ing centuries down to the Song

Dynasty.

If one who knows Classical Chinese
reads Buddhist scriptures, the difference
between them can be most clearly felt. What
Norman called “vernacular flavor,” in my
opinion, more or less comes from our intu-
ition about contemporary Chinese. A ques-
tion arises here  this intuition is unreliable,
because contemporary Chinese, spoken or
written, has an easily felt flavor of being
westernized. Therefore we guess that the
language of the Chinese versions of Bud-
dhist scriptures is a combination of both
written and spoken languages and thus is
somewhat apart from both of them. It is also
the immediate product of the first system-
atic westernization of Chinese, that is, the

2 5 - 2 0 0

N o r m a n
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product of the profound impact of ancient
Indian language and culture on Chinese lan-
guage and culture. The vernacular flavor
that is characteristic of contemporary Chi-
nese may be a reflection of westernization.
The works of the past somewhat overstated
the degree of oralization of Buddhist Chi-
nese and meanwhile made no thorough in-
vestigation of its characteristics from the
different culture Zh[, 2001 .

BHC is a special written language that
contains many different elements. On the
one hand, it was by means of BHC that Bud-
dhism disseminated its religious philosophy
and culture all over China, and finally spiri-
tually “conquered” China. On the other
hand, with the wide spread of Buddhist
teaching and the ever widening influence
of Buddhism, the different elements would
spread step by step and be learned con-
sciously or unconsciously by Chinese
people, and some of them “dissolved into
the blood of Chinese,” W1ng L* , 1993
and were t ruly  accepted by Chinese.
Therefore, our studies of the impact of Bud-
dhism on Chinese should be based on a
study of the special nature of BHC.

2.3. Loan translation calque

The history of Buddhist sutra translations

2 0 0 1

1 9 9 3

2.3
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is divided into three stages according to dif-
f e r e n t  t r an s l a t i o n  s t y l e s  an c i e n t
t ransla t ion,   o ld  t ransla t ion and new
translation. Although different in translation
methods from one another, they had a gen-
eral tendency heading towards  ‘faithful-
ness’,  ‘smoothness’ and  ‘elegance’, and
shared one common ground  loan transla-
tion that permeated the three translation
stages.

Loan translation is a special type of
translation, in which each morpheme or
word is translated in the equivalent mor-
pheme or word in the target language, re-
taining the inner structure of the original
language. Chinese versions of Buddhist
scriptures have hundreds and thousands of
loan translation on the level of word mor-
phology  and on the level of non-word

non-morphology , of the latter the most
known example perhaps is R{sh* w0 w5n

 ‘I heard like this’ < evaj maya
w ru taj  /  evaj  maya  w ru ta  d ibhyah

literally translated as  Like this by me
heard  -me-, instrumental case -heard-,
p.p. . Here the focus is on the loan trans-
lation on the word level.

In the Chinese version of Buddhist
scriptures, it is common to see phrases like
su^ ~, most of which are loan transla-
tions of Sanskrit words with the prefix anu-
which, if put before a noun or a verb, means
‘after’, ‘beside’, ‘following’, ‘along’, etc

e v aj  m a ya

wrutaj /  evaj  maya wruta dibhyah

a n u -

a n u -
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. For instance

anu-ga  ‘following, going after’,  ga
‘going, moving’ > su^r] , su^x^ng 

anu-gamin ‘following, a companion’,
gamin ‘going or moving on or in’ > su^sh]n

, su^zh{ 

anu-cara ‘companion, follower, servant’,
cara ‘moving, going, walking’ > su^x^ng 

anu-modana ‘gratification, to be happy
together, or with someone, one of seven
forms of worship’, modana ‘to be happy, the
act of gladdening’ > su^x& 

In the above compound words, anu- has
a concrete meaning and it is reasonable to
translate it as ‘following, after’. But in many
contexts, it has no concrete meaning, only
playing the function of extending the
syllable, and it was still translated as su^ 
‘ f o l l o w i n g ,  a f t e r ’  i n  C h i n e s e .  F o r
example

anu-gantavya  ‘ to be understood’ >

a n u - g a

g a

a n u - g a m i n

g a m i n

anu-cara

cara

a n u - m o d a n a

m o d a na

a n u -

a n u -

anu-gan tavya
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su^xi2o , su^li2ozh% 

anu-graha ‘to uphold, to receive’ > su^sh7

anu-dharma ‘the Law in all its parts,
[right] method, [in BHS] the true method
[of the law]’ > su^f2 

In many cases, the meaning of a com-
pound word is much different from that of
its constituents, thus it is not suitable to use
loan translation to translate this kind of
compounds. But loan translation could still
be used under this circumstance, in spite of
the fact that it would cause confusion. For
instance

Anu-saya means ‘bad habit, proclivity’
which was referred to in Buddhism as
greed, anger etc. Literally, saya means
‘sleep’,  therefore the loan translation
su^mi1n .

Presumably loan translation should be
used in such a situation where there was no
equivalence of the target language in the
specific lexicon of translators, or even no
equivalence in Chinese at all. However, the
examples of b6n’7r  in several sutras
can further illustrate how wide the practice
of loan translation was

a n u - g r a h a

a n u - d h a r m a

a n u - s a y a

s a y a
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M a h a s a v g h a v i n a y a ,

Eastern J*n Buddhabhadra tr.,

Ch. 9  22/310a

Dharmaguptavinaya

Y1o Q^n Buddhayawas and Zh{

F9ni3n tr., Ch. 32, 22/790a

According to the context, b6n’7r 
means the former husband. Thus another
similar phrase g]’7r  means the former
wife

D h a r m a g u p t a v i n a y a ,
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Ch. 1, 22/570b

Dh a r m a g u p t a -

vinaya Ch. 55, 22/971c

There  even is  b6nd*’7r ,  for

example

S a r v a s t i v a d a

vinaya,Punyatara of Late Q^n tr.,

Ch. 23, 23/172c

S a r v a s t i v a d a
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 Ch. 24, 23/177a

These  phrases  are  not  inherent  in
Chinese, but are loan translations of the San-
skri t  compound word purana-dvitiya

masculine  / -ya  feminine  purana
‘former, old, past’, dvitiya ‘the second
time , partner, follower, friend or enemy’.

The translators did not use the already-ex-
isting phrases like g]f[ , g]q%  in
Chinese , but preferred to use loan trans-
lations from Sanskrit and coined the odd
expressions like b6n’7r , g]’7r ,
and b6nd* ’7r .

In the past, we simply considered the
results of loan translation as many isolated,
newly coined words and totally ignored the
important phenomenon that should attract
our attention, namely, loan translation not
only introduced the new words but also their
unique inner structure. The frequently used
loan translation might have changed the se-
mantic and grammatical features of the col-
location and semantic orientation of the
“words” constituting compounds in Chinese.

2.4. Unique style of Chinese versions of
Buddhist scriptures

p u r a n a -

dvitiya ya

a n

i

2 . 4 .
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Like the loan translation on the level of
words mentioned above, there are also many
traces of loan translation on the level of the
textual structure. Some cases in point are
imitation of the style that prose and gatha
‘verse, song’ alternate with each other in
the text, copy of the special written formula
of these verses, and de-versification of the
verses. To keep the easiness of singing and
memorizing, the translators, in most cases,
translated the original texts in the form of a
four-character couplet, in order to retain the
rhythmic flavor in the Chinese versions Zh[,
1992a and 1997 . What we should pay at-
tention to is what kind of impact such a style
had on the vocabulary and what changes it
caused in vocabulary? I hope the following
examples can help make the questions
clear.

Y1n Qi3m3o 1997 185  argued that
phrases like q%nzhdngg8ngy7 
‘light and heavy industry, lit. light and heavy
industry’, sh3ngxi3shu&gu2n  ‘up-
comer and down-comer, lit. up-and-down-
comer’, zh8ngx%y3op&n  ‘Chinese
medicine and Western medicine, lit. Chinese
and Western medicine’ which were claimed
to be “somewhat like abbreviation, but can
not be called abbreviation” had already ex-
isted in great numbers in the medieval Bud-
dhis t  su t ras ,  jus t  to  ment ion  a  few,
d3xi2obi3n   d3bi3n  ‘stool,
to defecate’ and xi2obi3n   ‘pee, to

1992a 1997

1 9 9 7 : 1 8 5
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urinate’  q %nx *n sh *n|   
q%nx*nsh* upasaka ‘a male Buddhist
lay worshipper’ and q%nx*nn|  
u p a s i k a  ‘ a  f e m a l e  B u d d h i s t  l a y
worshipper’  shu&hu0f4ngzh0ng 

 ‘3 of 4 elements which all substances
are composed of’  shu&zh0ng  ab-
dhatu ‘water-element’, hu0zh0ng  tejo-
dhatu ‘fire-element’ and f4ngzh0ng 
vayu-dhatu ‘wind-element’  sh4nk0uy*y7

  sh4ny7   kaya-karman
‘body-action product’, k0uy7  vak-
karman ‘language-action product’ and y*y7

 m an as - k a r m an  ‘ m i n d - a c t i o n
product’  l2osh3ozh8ngni1n  
l2oni1n   ‘old age’, sh3oni1n  
‘young age’ and zh8ngni1n  ‘middle
age’  and b&qi[j^n^   b&qi[

 bhiksu ‘a Buddhist mendicant’ and
b&qi[n^  bhiksuni ‘a female Bud-
dhist mendicant’. The phrases below tell us
where the seeming abbreviations came
from

M^l7 Xi3 Sh4ng J%ng

Western J*n Dharmaraksa

tr 14/421a
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B 2 o w 2 n g

J%ng Dharmaraksa tr. 14/79b

D3 J *n  F2m5n

J%ng Dharmaraksa tr. 17/818b

poem, a a

Gao Q^ Narendra-yawas tr, Ch.

3 15/566a

verse a a

Ch. 4,15/572a

v e r s e ,
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Samadhi-raja, Ch. 6,15/588a

Now it is clear that the unique style of
Buddhist scriptures had great influence on
the formation of disyllabic words, four-char-
acter idioms and abbreviated forms.

3. Clues of the impact

3.1.Many new words coming into  Chinese

This aspect is what was mostly discussed
by scholars in the past. Many words about
philosophical categories and concepts in
Buddhism came into their mind first, and
were regarded as the only convincing evi-
dence of the impact of Buddhism on Chi-
nese vocabulary. But from the point of view
of historical linguistics, these words are
neither the manifestation of total influence
nor that of the most important influence of
Buddhism on Chinese vocabulary.

It is true that BHC has many words of
transliteration and free translation of which
the source can be found in the original
sutras. It is still true that, beside these words
related to Buddhism, the Indian culture of
the same period, whether religious or not,
was introduced into China by the means of
the carrier of Buddhism Buddhist sutras.
We can guess that at the beginning, people
might have intensely felt the religious col-

3 .  

3 . 1 .
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oring of these words. Though a long time
had passed, the religious coloring of some
words was still there, e.g. p{s3   <
Buddhisattva. But right now, the religious
coloring has gradually been rinsed from
many words, even many linguists who do
not touch upon similar issues will not know
their origin, like fangbi3n  ‘convenient,
fit’  upaya ‘a means or expedient of any
kind way, stratagem, craft, artifice  a
means of success against an enemy’, ji[j*ng

 ‘outcome  after all’  atyanta ‘be-
yond the proper end or limit, excessive, to
the end’, buk6s%y*  ‘inconceiv-
able, unimaginable’  a-cintya ‘inconceiv-
able’, f1nn2o  ‘be vexed, be worried,
be annoyed, be irritated’  klewa ‘afflic-
tion’, w4icu*  ‘not hard, not solid,
weak’  dur-bala ‘of little strength, weak,
feeble, emaciated, scanty, sick’, and j%nli1n

 ‘golden lotus  female’s foot’ Zh[

, 1992c , y&ngxi2ng  ‘influence, af-
fect’ Zh[, 1992b , yuanjia  ‘enemy,
foe [of preexistence] one’s destined love,
t2ozh3igu&  ‘a ghost who is a dun
a ghost who demands repayment of a debt
of preexistence, usually used by parents to
call a child who has a bad behavior’ ,
w3id3o  ‘strange, unacquainted, re-
garding [sb.] as an outsider’ , p9y^ 
‘wife’ , etc. So there are still many stud-
ies to do on this aspect.

Boddhisat tva

u p a y a

a t y a n t a

a -

c i n t y a

k l e w a

d u r - b a l a
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There are many non-Buddhist words that
were ignored in the past, such as

t1nzh&   acchata-sajghata ‘snap
of the fingers’

f]c*   api ‘then’

jiangw{   ma ‘perhaps’

z{x*ngz&   kula-putra ‘a son of
noble family, respected youth’

y*sh^   ekada ‘once, one time,
some time ago’

sh3n   sandha ‘a eunuch, hermaph-
rodite’ Zh[ , 1993

di4die   tata ‘papa, daddy’ Zh[,
1994

g4da   granthi ‘a knot, tie, etc.’
Zh[, 1994

accha ta -sajgha ta

a p i

m a

k u l a - p u t r a

e k a d a

sandha

1993

ta t a

1993

g r a n t h i
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m}r5n   vadhuka ‘a woman or
lady’ Karashima, 1998a

di5h] , g7ngh]   anyonya
‘one another, mutual’

guangsh*   wobha ‘bright, bril-
liant’

g8ngy7   wilpa-karman ‘handi-
craft’

sh^fang   dawa-diw ‘all directions,
everywhere’

Later more of such words will be given,
whose origins are lost in oblivion.

BHC also has many  ‘spoken words’ or
so-called  ‘vernacular words’, most of which
were not used in ‘Classical Chinese’, or
even in formal speech of the same period,
or in other words, it was hard for them to
enter the written language because of their
vernacular nature. But the translators of the
Buddhist scriptures used these words in their
translation, making them part of BHC. And
thus the vernacular words found their way,
through translation, into the written or book
language of Chinese. Therefore we are jus-
tified in saying that one consequence of the
impact of Buddhism on Chinese vocabulary

v a d h u ka

anyonya

w o b h a

w i l p a - k a r m a n

d a w a - d i w
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was vernacular words coming into the el-
egant written system of Chinese Zh[ ,
1992a .

BHC has many disyllabic and polysyl-
labic words in the form of coordinate
compound, most of which are extensions of
monosyllabic words in terms of meaning,
e.g., ji4g7 , ji4gdng , ji4j] ,
ji4p} , ji4x% , d8uji4 , x%ji4

, shu3iji4 , etc, all have a same
meaning as ji4   ‘all, each and every’

Zh[, 1992b . Of course, these are not bor-
rowed words and were seldom used in the
written language of the same period. These
words should have been provisionally
coined by the translators and later became
part of Chinese of all speakers and enriched
the vocabulary system of Chinese.

3.2. Early spread of words from Buddhist
literature

If the special elements of BHC only had
their existence in Buddhist scriptures, it
would not be justified to say that they influ-
enced Chinese in a real sense. But if they
were used in contexts other than the trans-
lation of Buddhist scriptures, we can say that
they really melt into Chinese. For this
reason, to study the impact of Buddhism on
Chinese vocabulary, we should discuss the
spread of Buddhist words from the transla-
tion of Buddhist scriptures to the non-Bud-
dhist Chinese literature. Here I will briefly

1992

1 9 9 2

3 . 2 .
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discuss how the Buddhist words were used
in the non-Buddhist literature before the
Eastern J*n Dynasty 317 CE - 420 CE .

In 65 CE, Emperor Li{ Zhuang of the
Eastern H3n Dynasty used several Buddhist
words in the imperial edict to the Duke of
Ch}, Li{ Y%ng. The following sentences
often quoted before to illustrate how early
Indian Buddhism coming into China are also
useful to illustrate how early Indian Bud-
dhist words coming into Chinese

H-uh3n Sh[ Biography of

Guangwu Sh^w1ng

F{t{   Buddha, y%pus3i 
 upasaka ‘a Buddhist lay worshiper’ and

sh`m5n   wramana ‘a monk, a per-
son who enters into a religion and give up
his/her family’, or samana in Pali, samane
in Tocharian are transcribed terms, which
can be used to explain the degree of the
impact of Buddhism at that time. If some-
one thinks that it is somewhat farfetched to
use them to show the impact of Buddhism

6 5

B u d d h a

u p a s a k a

w r a m a n a

samana samane
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on the Chinese vocabulary, here is one more
instance

Zhangzh& of M7n Z& 

Part 3 of Ch. of Li1nghu* W1ng

The sentence above is considered to be
made by Zh3o Q^  who was a scholar in the
time of Emperor L^ng and Emperor Xi3n of
the Eastern H3n Dynasty 168 CE-196
CE . The word y&ngxi2ng  ‘shadow and
echo’ in the last sentence is not a natural
usage in Chinese, but it is a common usage
in Buddhism Zh[ , 1992b .

We have more examples found in texts
of the time of the Three-kingdoms , as
in the following

(C1o Zh^:W5i H3n X^ng)

C1o Zh^ Y[jia Pian

(168-196)
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Y*ng Ju  B2iy% Sh%  6

In  these  examples ,  b3o  v ipa k a
‘retribution, result of actions in the present
or former births pursuing those who com-
mit them through subsequent existence’,
xi2ngy*ngsh4ng  pratiwrutka ‘echo,
quick  retribution  or  reaction like  echo’,
li{zhu2n  pravrtti ‘moving onward,
wheel of life  transmigration’ and bi3nhu3

 ‘transformed into  change and dis-
appear’ are also Buddhist words or usages.

According to Ch5n Y^nqu7, T1o Yuanm^ng

, the great poet of the Eastern J*n Dynasty,
did not believe in Buddhism, but still used
some words from Buddhism in his poems,
for instance

Gu% Yu1nti1n J[ Wu Sh0u 5

Hu1n Jiuj[

Y&n Jiu 7rsh^ Sh0u 4

v i p a -

k a

prat iw rutka

p v a v r -

t t i
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Hu3nhu3  maya or maya-upama
‘miraculously transformed into  magic’,
k8ngw{  wunya ‘empty, nothing, abso-
lute non-existence’, li{hu3n  ‘trans-
form, change and disappear as mirage’ and
m7nghu3n svapna,  svapna-upama
‘dreamworld, dream’ all are Buddhist
terms. Perhaps the use of certain Buddhism
words by these authors is enough to illus-
trate my point.

The most significant step in the spread-
ing of Buddhist words in Chinese literature
was that Chinese Buddhists began using the
words and expressions of BHC to write their
own works, which injected new blood into
the circulation of the language in the Bud-
dhist scriptures, signaling the beginning of
the fusion of Buddhist words with Chinese.
These works include native writings of
China of Triptaka, traditionally regarded as
Buddhist Classics, and literary works con-
cerning Buddhism. In the past 20 years,
Xi3ng Ch} has done many textual studies
on ‘transformation text’, a popular form of
narrative literature flourishing in the T1ng

Dynasty 618 CE-907 CE , with alternate
prose and rhymed parts for recitation and
singing [often on Buddhistic themes], and
on the poems of W1ng F3nzh*  and H1nsh`n

of the T1ng Dynasty, and traced back such
words used in the works mentioned above
to their BHC sources. He fully revealed the

m a y a m a y a -

u a p m a

wunya

svapna svapna-

u p a m a

6 1 8 - 9 0 7
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3 . 3

Er ik  Zy rcher

a )

b )

close connection of the Buddhist language
with the vocabulary of popular literature in
the Medieval Times.

3.3. Tendency toward disyllabization of the
vocabulary of BHC, its nature, and its influ-
ence on the process of the disyllabization
of the whole vocabulary of Chinese

BHC vocabulary showed a much more
conspicuous tendency toward disyllabi-
zation than the vocabulary of contemporary
Chinese works, which has been proved by
many linguists, including Erik Zyrcher. The
disyllabization of Chinese vocabulary
started from the spoken language. Thus the
disyllabization of BHC showed the same
direction of development with the Chinese
vocabulary. But it seems untrue to argue that
the extraordinary disyllabization of BHC is
really one of the features of spoken language
or is mainly “the consequence of the spo-
ken tendency projected onto the level of
written language.”

In fact, the high degree of disyllabization
of BHC vocabulary was very far from the
real character of Chinese vocabulary at that
time. The difference resulted from the co-
existence of two kinds of words in Buddhist
scriptures: a) foreign words in which disyl-
labic words are dominant, and most of them
are the result of loan translation, and b) the
disyllabic forms of monosyllable words in-
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1 0 0  -  6 0 0

herent in Chinese in which some had ex-
isted in Chinese (and might have come from
colloquial language), but most of them were
not inherent in Chinese, and they seem to
be the creation of the translators themselves.
Of course, the existence of these words is
closely related  to the prosodic structure of
Chinese, but it is more likely that it was the
result of fulfilling the require of the special
four-character styleand gatha of Buddhist
scriptures. In this sense, the disyllabization
of BHC vocabulary is not natural, i.e. it is
not the reflection of natural language, but
rather the consequence of many human
factors.

The proper understanding of BHC vo-
cabulary disyllabization can help explain
why the disyllabization of Chinese could be
accomplished so quickly in the Medieval
T i m e s  ( f r o m  1 0 0  C E  t o  6 0 0  C E ) .
Disyllabization mainly occurred in the 4th

and 5th centuries, the reason of which
seems to be easy to explain. By the Medi-
eval Times, the intellectual class had fully
come into being. The main driving force of
Chinese development, in terms of practice,
was not coming from the populace, but from
the intellectuals who were literate and able
to write. The disyllabization of Chinese
vocabulary, from a just tendency in speech
to a remarkable change in the language
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220 -

5 8 9

system, was accomplished through the
long-term tremendous writing practices of
the intellectuals. Yet it is rather strange that
the main process of disyllabization could
occur in the 350 years of the W7i , J*n and
Period of division (220 CE - 589 CE), which
were the most chaotic and unstable period
in Chinese history.

So what spurred the fast change in this
period? It was precisely the translation of
Buddhist scriptures, which was flourishing
because of religious fanaticism and the uni-
versal support of rulers of all nationalities.
During the W7i, J*n and Period of division ,
in terms of vocabulary, the translation of
Buddhist scriptures was the biggest factory
of disyllabized expressions. It was this great
cultural project that could play such a driv-
ing role in the disyllabization of the Chi-
nese vocabulary.
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Note

It is the revised and enlarged vision

of part two of Drafting History of

Chinese 1958 , completed in the

mid-1980s and published separately

in the early 1990s.

In a note in correlative Chapter 6

“The origin of the loanwords and

translation words in ancient and con-

temporary Chinese language, part

one the author declared that the

chapter came from the paper “On the

loanwords in Chinese of pre-Opium

War 1838-1842 pub l i shed  i n

1957.

T h e r e  a r e  t o t a l l y  2 1 0  w o r d s

mentioned. But  getting rid of  94

iterations, there are 116 different

w o r d s  o n l y  

4

3

2

1958

1980

1990

1957

210 94

116
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.

P h . D .  d i s s e r t a t i o n  o f  S i c h u an

University,  passed the defense in

1990  and  pub l i shed  in  1992  in

Taiwan.

Ph.D.  d isser ta t ion  of  Hangzhou

University,  passed the defense in

1992 and published in 1994 in Beijing.

Ph.D.  d isser ta t ion  of  Hangzhou

University,  passed the defense in

1995  and  pub l i shed  in  1997  in

1990

1992

1992

1994

1995

1997
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Hangzhou.

In this paper, except special men-

tioning, all the foreign origins of Chi-

nese  loan  words  and  t rans la t ion

words are from Sanskrit.

All the materials of Sanskrit words

and their Chinese translation or Chi-

nese words and their Sanskrit origins

are adopted from C^ Y^ 1988 ,

Ogiwara Unrai 1979 , and

Karashima 1998b . The En-

glish definition of Sanskrit words

comes from Monia-Williams 1851 .

Sh&  J *  ,  B iography  of  Zh[

M2ich5n 

H-u H3n Shu

,Biography of W[hu1n and Xianbi4

It is very popular that the people in

the countryside call their child who

is not  t ractable yuanj i ia   or

t2ozh3igu& . This expression

c o m e s  f r o m  B u d d h i s m .  W } k }

Zhangj] J%ng  translated

by Dharmaraksa of Eastern J*n

1998 1979

1998b

Monia-Wil-

liams 1851
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17/545b Zh[, 1992b

W}d4ng  Hu *yu1n  ,  Chapter20 ,

Tiant9ng t1nhu1 Ch1nsh% 

The people living in Sh2nx% use the

word w3id3o  to describe a per-

son who is too polite or courteous

I  b e l i e v e  i t

originally was a Buddhist term trans-

lated from tirthika an adherent or

head of any other than one’s own

creed Buddha  in Sanskrit or titthiya

in Pali, and used to indicate religions

other than Buddhism in ancient India.

The people living in the north-Sh2nx%

call the wife p9y^ .I also believe

that the word  was derived from a

Buddhist term y8up9y^  /

which was a loan-word from upasika

‘Buddhist lay worshiper’ in Sanskrit.

According to Edgerton 42. Con-

structions with ma, 42.2. , the us-

age  of  ma  in  the  BHS was  very

tirthika an adherent

or head of any other than one

own creed Buddha

titthiya

a a

Edgerton Buddhist  Hybrid

Sanskrit Grammar and Dictionary
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colorful  “It is also much used in

expressions of strong negative wish

or hope, often translatable by expres-

sions or fear. These most commonly

relate to future events, but may also

relate to the present or past. This use

shades  over  in to  express ions  of

dubiety, uncertainty, or worry. Such

expressions are sometimes clearly

interrogative in tone  ‘I hope...not?

’ ‘It isn’t so, is it?’” Zh[, 1991)

D3ox^ng B8r6 J%n  trans-

lated by Lokasema of Eastern H3n, Ch.

1

8/247b  At that moment there

was no such a word  sh^fang 

‘ten directions’ but s*fang  ‘four

directions’ and bafang   ‘eight

directions’ in Chinese. This may be

a loan-translation word from dasadisa

‘ten directions or regions’ in Sanskrit

or dasadisa in Pali.

42 a 42.2

a

1991

dasadisa

dasadisa
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